
C��STRUCTURE AND K�THEORY OF BOUTET DE MONVEL�S

ALGEBRA

S�T�MELO� R�NEST� AND E�SCHROHE

Abstract� We consider the norm closure A of the algebra of all operators
of order and class zero in Boutet de Monvel�s calculus on a manifold X with
boundary �X� We �rst describe the image and the kernel of the continu�
ous extension of the boundary principal symbol homomorphism to A� If X
is connected and �X is not empty� we then show that the K�groups of A
are topologically determined� In case the manifold� its boundary� and the
cotangent space of its interior have torsion free K�theory� we get Ki�A�K� �

Ki�C�X���K��i�C��T � 	X��� i 
 �� �� with K denoting the compact ideal� and

T � 	X denoting the cotangent bundle of the interior� Using Boutet de Monvel�s
index theorem� we also prove that the above formula holds for i 
 � even with�
out this torsion�free hypothesis� For the case of orientable� two�dimensional
X� K��A� � Z�g�m and K��A� � Z�g�m��� where g is the genus of X and m
is the number of connected components of �X� We also obtain a composition
sequence � � K � G � A� with A�G commutative and G�K isomorphic to the
algebra of all continuous functions on the cosphere bundle of �X with values
in compact operators on L��R���

�� Introduction

���� Boutet de Monvel�s algebra� Let X denote an n�dimensional compact
manifold� with boundary �X � embedded in a closed manifold � of the same di�
mension� Given a pseudodifferential operator P on � and u in C��X�� we denote

by P
�
u the restriction to the interior of X � �X� of P applied to the extension by zero

of u to �� This gives a continuous mapping P
�
	 C��X� � C�� �X�� completely

determined by the restriction of P to �X� It is said that P has the transmission
property if the image of P

�
is contained in C��X��

Boutet de Monvel characterized 
�� the transmission property for classical �i�e��
with polyhomogeneous symbols� pseudodifferential operators in terms of certain
symmetry conditions satised at the boundary by the homogeneuos components of
the symbol and their derivatives� In 
��� he constructed an algebra containing all
classical boundary�value problems on X � together with their parametrices� in the
elliptic case� The elements of his calculus� called Green operators� are matrices of
the form

A �

�
P
�
�G K
T S

�
	

C��X�
�

C���X�
��

C��X�
�

C���X�
����

where P is a pseudodifferential operator with the transmission property on X and
S is a pseudodifferential operator on the closed manifold �X � The operators G�
K� and T are regularizing in the interior of X and locally at the boundary are

�



given as pseudodifferential operators on Rn�� with symbols taking values in oper�
ators from S�R�� to S�R��� from C to S�R��� and from S�R�� to C � respectively�
where S�R�� denotes the restriction to the non�negative half�axis R� of functions
in the Schwartz class S�R�� They are called� respectively� singular Green operators�
Poisson operators and trace operators�

Being pseudodifferential operators with operator�valued symbols� Green opera�
tors have an order assigned to them� Moreover� they also have a class �or type��
related to the order of the derivatives appearing in the boundary condition� There
exist order and class reducing operators� which are isomorphisms between suitable
Sobolev spaces� For many purposes it is therefore enough to consider the operators
of order and class zero� Detailed expositions of Boutet de Monvel�s calculus can
be found in 
��� ��� ���� The precise estimates satised by the symbols dening
the operators G� K and T are listed in 
���� Denition ������� One peculiar aspect
worth to be mentioned is that� in the polyhomogeneous case� and for operators of
order d� the degree of homogeneity of the leading term in the asymptotic expansion
for the symbols of G and K is �d� ��� while that for P � T and S is� as expected� d�

The set A of all classical� or polyhomogeneous� Green operators of order zero and
class zero on X is an adjoint�invariant sub�algebra of L�H�� the bounded operators

on the Hilbert space H � L��X� � H� �
� ��X�� H� �

� denoting the usual Sobolev
space� It is� in fact� a ���algebra� in the sense of Gramsch 
��� �by 
���� Corol�
lary ����� the spectral invariance of A had been shown earlier by Schulze 
����� It
then follows that A is invariant under the holomorphic functional calculus and its
K�theory coincides with that of its norm closure� which we denote by A�

There is some degree of arbitrariness with respect to how one denes the order
of Poisson and trace operators� We adopt Grubb�s denitions in order to be able
to freely quote from her book� Besides� that coincides with Boutet de Monvel�s
original denitions� On the other hand� since we are interested only in L��theory�
it would also be natural to say that a trace or a Poisson operator is of order zero if
its operator�valued symbol satises zero�order norm estimates� If we did that� not
only we would get rid of some uncomfortable �����s in the exponent �
���� ��������
and ��������� for example�� but also the zero�order Green operators would form an
algebra of bounded operators on the more familiar Hilbert space L��X��L���X��
The two approaches are� of course� equivalent� One could go from one algebra to
the other by

A �
�

P
�
�G K
T S

�
���

�
� �

� �
�
�

��
P
�
�G K
T S

��
� �

� ��
�
�

�
�

where � � �����X�
� �
� ���X denoting a second�order nonpositive elliptic operator

on �X �

���� The boundary principal symbol� Two homomorphisms are dened on the
algebra of all classical Green operators on X �
��� x��	 the principal symbol� which
we denote by �� and the boundary principal symbol� which we denote by �� Given
A as in ���� ��A� � ��P � is simply the usual principal symbol of P � regarded as a
function on the cosphere bundle S�X � which we consider for convenience as the set
of all unit covectors with respect to a chosen Riemannian metric on X � Since the
singular Green operators are regularizing in the interior of X � ��P � � ��P �� when
P
�
�G � P �

�
�G��

�



The boundary principal symbol of A� ��A�� depends smoothly on covectors in
S��X � takes values in Green operators on R�� and needs local coordinates to be
described� Let p�x�� xn� �

�� �n�� g�x
�� ��� �n� �n�� k�x

�� ��� �n�� t�x
�� ��� �n�� and s�x

�� ���
be the symbols of P � G� K� T � and S with respect to coordinates x � �x�� xn� for
which the boundary is fxn � �g� Let p�� g�� k�� t�� and s� denote the leading terms
in the asymptotics expansions of p� g� k� t and s� For each �x�� ���� one then denes
��A��x�� ��� as the Green operator on R� obtained from the symbols �regarded as
functions of �n and �n� p��x

�� �� ��� �n�� g��x
�� ��� �n� �n�� k��x

�� ��� �n�� t��x
�� ��� �n��

and s��x
�� ���� Using the notation of 
���� we may write	

��A��x�� ��� �

�
p��x

�� �� ��� Dn�� � g��x
�� ��� Dn� k��x

�� ��� Dn�
t��x

�� ��� Dn� s��x
�� ���

�
���

For the invariance of this denition� see 
���� �������� Theorem �� and 
���� The�
orem ������� Actually� the homomorphism � depends on the choice of a normal
coordinate� even though the algebra and the principal symbol do not� So� let us
assume that such a choice has been made� or equivalently� let us suppose that all
changes among the above described coordinates preserve xn�

On A� � and � are ��homomorphisms� Moreover� since the Green operators of
order and class zero on R� are bounded� one has ��A� � C��S��X�L�L��R���C ���
for all A � A�

Gohberg 
��� and Seeley 
��� established the equality between the norm� modulo
compacts� of a singular integral operator on a compact manifold and the supre�
mum norm of its symbol� Proofs of that estimate for pseudodifferential operators
appeared in 
��� ���� We need the following generalization	

inf
C�K

jjA� Cjj � maxfjj��A�jj� jj��A�jjg� for all A � A����

with K denoting the ideal of the compact operators on H� jj��A�jj the supremum
norm of ��A� on S�X � and jj��A�jj the supremum over all �x�� ��� in S��X of
jj��A��x�� ���jj

L�L��R���C�
� This result can be found in Rempel and Schulze�s book

�
���� �������� Theorem ��� they credit Grubb and Geymonat 
��� for earlier work�
Theorem ���� in 
��� further generalizes ��� to a larger algebra� on which a third
symbol is dened�

One obtains from ���� in particular� that � and � can be extended to C��algebra
homomorphisms� �� 	 A� C�S�X� and �� 	 A� C�S��X�	 L�L��R��� C �� with

inf
C�K

jjA� Cjj � maxfjj���A�jj� jj���A�jjg� for all A � A	���

We have written 	 for the C��algebra tensor product� noting that C�S��X� is
nuclear� Equivalently� for each A � A� ���A� is a continuous function on the cosphere
bundle of the boundary� with values in bounded operators on L��R��� C �

���� Statement of results and de�nitions� Let I denote the algebra of all
Green operators �


P� �G K
T S

�
����

where P is a zero�order classical pseudodifferential operator on X � G� K� T and S
have negative order� and 
 and � belong to C�

c � �X�� the space of smooth functions

with support contained in �X �we denote by the same symbols also the operators
of multiplication by 
 or ��� In Section �� we prove that the kernel of �� is equal

�



to the norm closure of I� which we denote by I� The crucial step for that is a
norm estimate� modulo I� stated in Lemma �� which is� in its essence� a result
for manifolds with boundary� in the sense that it gives trivial information when
applied for a manifold without boundary �for then I � A�� The usefulness of this
description of ker �� to our K�theoretic calculations follows from the fact that the
quotient I�K is isomorphic to the algebra C��S

� �X� of all continuous functions on

the cosphere bundle of the interior� S� �X� that vanish at the boundary�
Another consequence of Lemma � is that� if one enlarges the ideal on the left�

hand side of ���� the principal symbol is not needed on the right� More precisely�
we get �Corollary ��	

inf
A��I

jjA� A�jj � jj��A�jj� for all A � A	

Let S� � fz � C � jzj � �g and let U 	 L��S�� � L��R� denote the unitary
mapping

Ug�t� �

p
�

� � it
g

�
�� it

� � it

�
	���

ByH�� denote the image of C
��S�� under U � and byH� � H���C the direct sum

of H�� with the constant functions� If p�x�� xn� �
�� �n� is the symbol of a classical

zero�order pseudodifferential operator with the transmission property on X � with
respect to local coordinates as above� then� for each �x�� ���� p�x�� �� ��� 
� belongs to
H�� Moreover� the image by U of the Hardy space H� is equal to F �L��R���� with
F denoting the Fourier transform on R� and the bounded operator p�x�� �� ��� Dn��
equals F��UTpx����U

��F� with Tpx���� denoting the Toeplitz operator of symbol

px�����z� � p�x�� �� ��� iz�i
z�� � �we refer to 
��� for the denitions of Hardy space and

of Toeplitz operators�� These are �rephrased� fundamental results for Boutet de
Monvel�s calculus� their proofs can be found in 
��� x�� 
���� ���� and 
���� ���� Our
denition here of H�� and H� agrees with that of 
���� but not with those of 
�� ����
where they are denoted by H� and H�� respectively�

Let T denote the C��algebra of bounded operators on L��R�� generated by
fp�D�

�
� p � H�g� The above observations prove that T is unitarily equivalent

to the C��algebra generated by all Toeplitz operators of continuous symbol� in
particular� T contains all compact operators on L��R�� �
���� Proposition ������
For each �x�� ���� the entry g��x

�� ��� Dn� in ��� is an integral operator on R� with
kernel in the space of restrictions to �R��

� of functions in the Schwartz space on
R� �
���� Section ����� In particular� g��x

�� ��� Dn� is compact� and the upper left
corner of the matrix in ��� belongs to T for every �x�� ���� not depending on the way
we write P

�
� G as the sum of a truncated pseudodifferential operator with the

transmission property and a singular Green operator �see the proof of Lemma ���
The symbol�kernel approach of 
���� Section ���� also makes it easier to give a

precise description of the range of the o��diagonal terms of the boundary principal
symbol	 for each �x�� ���� t��x

�� ��� Dn� 	 S�R�� � C is the operator 
 �� R
�t�
�

where �t� � S�R�� is the Fourier transform of t��x
�� ��� 
� divided by ��� and

k��x
�� ��� Dn� 	 C � S�R�� is the operator of multiplication by �k� � S�R��� the

inverse Fourier transform of k��x
�� ��� 
��

Any A � A can be written as A �

�
A�� A��

A�� A��

�
� with the Ajk �s denoting

the obvious compositions of A with orthogonal projections of H onto its subspaces
�



L��X� and H� �
� ��X�� By denition� A is invariant under multiplication by these

projections� We also denote Ajk � fAjk�A � Ag� Completing the matrix with
zeros� it is clear that A�� and A�� may be regarded as subalgebras of A� with non�
unital inclusions� while A�� and A�� are only subspaces� We will use the same
notation for any subalgebra of A and a similar notation for homomorphisms�

The preceding discussion shows that �� maps A to

C�S��X�	
�

T L��R��

L��R��
� C

�
	���

In Section �� we prove that the image of ��� Im ��� is yet a proper subalgebra of the
algebra in ���� The non�surjectiveness is observed only at the upper�left corner�
as explained in the next two paragraphs� First� let us notice that every p � H��

vanishes at innity �that follows immediately from the denitions of U and ofH����
Hence� p��� is dened for every p in H��

Let K also denote the ideal of compact operators on L��R�� �we will denote by the
same letter the compact ideal on any of the Hilbert spaces of this paper� except in
the few cases when a distinction between some of them will be needed�� It is a result
of Coburn 
�� �� and Douglas 
�� that T�K is isomorphic to C�R � f�g�  C�S���
with isomorphism induced by the symbol mapping �see 
���� Theorem ����� and
the bibliographical notes of Chapter �� where the in uence of previous work of
Gohberg is acknowledged�� The mapping p�D�

�
�� p��� extends therefore to a

��homomorphism  	 T� C containing K in its kernel� which we denote T��
We show that Im ���� contains C�S��X� 	 T�� contains also C��X� 	 C � and

that�s all� The direct sum of these two algebras gives Im ����� while ��jk is surjective
if j �� � or k �� �� This description of Im �� is stated in Theorem �� in a form more
suitable for applications to K�theory� It is precisely the fact that all T��valued
functions� but not all the T�valued ones� are contained in Im ���� that allows our
very explicit computation of K�groups	 sinceK��T�� � �� it follows from Theorem �
that Im �� and C��X� have isomorphic K�theory �Corollary ���

In Section �� using that there exists a nonvanishing section of the cotangent
bundle �Proposition �� for that� it is required that X is connected and that �X
is nonempty�� we reduce to a purely topological problem the analysis of the index
and exponential mappings in the six�term cyclic exact sequence associated to

�� I�K� A�K� A�I� �	���

Theorem � then solves the problem of computing the K�theory of A�K� in the sense
that both K��A�K� and K��A�K� are put in the middle of short exact sequences of
abelian groups determined by the topologies of the manifold and of the cotangent
bundle of the interior� T � �X � In case X � �X � and T � �X have torsion�free K�theory�
we get �Corollary ���	

Ki�A�K�  Ki�C�X���K��i�C��T
� �X��� i � �� �����

where C��T
� �X� denotes the set of all functions on T � �X which get arbitrarily small

outside compacts� One then obtains the K�groups of A and A from those of A�K
�Propositions �� and ����

Proposition �� gives an isomorphism between Ki�C��S
� �X�� and the direct sum

of Ki�C�� �X�� and K��i�C��T
� �X��� i � �� �� Moreover� with respect to this iso�

morphism� the canonical projection of Ki�C��S
� �X�� onto K��i�C��T

� �X�� is equiv�

alent to the index mapping for the exact sequence � � C��T
� �X� � C��B

� �X� �
	



C��S
� �X�� �� with B� �X denoting the bundle of unit balls over �X� which may also

be regarded as the radial compactcation of T �X �
In Section �� we prove ��� for i � � without the torsion�free assumptions of Corol�

lary ��� The reason why we get forK� a better answer than forK� is the fact� proven
by Boutet de Monvel 
��� that the classical di�erence bundle� dened by the prin�

cipal symbol� induces a homomorphism from K��A�K� to K��C��T
� �X��� which we

will denote by ind � Moreover� since the di�erence bundle construction is precisely
the index mapping for topological K�theory �Proposition ���� the composition of
ind with the homomorphism i� induced by the inclusion of I�K into A�K is equiv�

alent to the canonical projection K��C�� �X�� � K��C��T
� �X�� � K��C��T

� �X���
Even though i� is not necessarily injective �for the example considered in Sec�

tion �� ker i�  Zm��� m � ��� its restriction to K��C��T
� �X�� is� That is how

K��C��T
� �X�� injects into K��A�K�� The injection of K��C�X�� is induced by the

embedding of C�X� as multiplication operators� All that is summarized in Theo�
rem ��

In Section �� we assume that X is a connected two�dimensional orientable man�
ifold with nonempty boundary� We denote its genus by g and by m the number of
connected components of the boundary� We then apply the results of Section � to
prove that K��A�K� and K��A�K� are both isomorphic to Z�g�m� The standard
description of a closed surface as a polygon with sides identied is used to compute
the K�theory of X and of �X�

Under our initial assumption that X is an arbitrary compact manifold with
boundary� in Section � we give the following composition sequence �in the sense of

��� ������ for A	

� � K � G � A�����

where G denotes the closure of G� the algebra of all Green operators A as in ���
with P of negative order� All commutators of A belong to G� as follows from the
rules of Boutet de Monvel�s calculus �
���� Section ���� for example�� In Theorem ��
we prove that the principal symbol induces an isomorphism between A�G and
C�S�X���� where S�X�� denotes the quotient of S�X by the equivalence relation
that identies the North and South poles over each point in �X �i�e�� the two
covectors that vanish on vectors tangent to the boundary�� Moreover� it follows
immediately from ��� that the boundary principal symbol induces an isometry on
G�K� Then it is not hard to see �Theorem �� that the image of that isometry is
equal to C�S��X� 	 K

R�
� with K

R�
denoting the ideal of compact operators on

L��R���
A natural problem posed by this composition sequence is to understand the

connecting mappings Ki�C�S
�X���� � K��i�C�S

��X��� i � �� � in the six�term
exact sequence associated to � � G�K � A�K � A�G � �� That could lead
to another way of computing the K�groups of A� Moreover� as already suggested
by the case of orientable surfaces� there may exist interesting connections between
those mappings and the topology of the manifold�

���� Related results� There are many other similar composition sequences for
C��algebras generated by pseudodifferential operators� Closer to us� Cordes 
��
used C��algebra techniques to solve boundary value problems on the half space�
His algebra AC has a composition sequence � � K � E � AC � with the cosphere
bundle contained in the Gelfand space of the commutative C��algebra AC�E� and






E�K isomorphic to the algebra of R��compact�operator�valued continuous functions
on a closed subset of a compactication of the cotangent bundle of the boundary�

For the C��algebra AM generated by Melrose�s b�pseudodifferential operators
on a compact manifold with boundary� Lauter 
��� found the compostion sequence
� � K � E � AM � with AM�E isomorphic �via the principal symbol� to the algebra
of continuous functions on the cosphere bundle� and E�K isomorphic to a direct sum
�indexed by the connected components of the boundary� of algebras of continuous
�X�compact�operator�valued functions on R�

For the case of a manifold with corners of dimension n� Melrose and Nistor

��� obtained a composition sequence � � K � In � 
 
 
 � I� � I� � AM � with
AM�I� isomorphic to the continuous functions on the cosphere bundle� and each
Il�Il�� isomorphic to direct sums of algebras of compact�operator�valued functions
on R� They explicitly computed the connecting mappings for the six�term exact
sequences associated to each of the quotients Il�Il��� Their results were generalized
for algebras of pseudodifferential operators on groupoids by Monthubert 
��� ����
Also in the language of groupoids� the K�theory of AM was computed by Lauter�
Monthubert and Nistor 
���� for the case of a manifold with connected boundary
�no boundary faces of codimension larger than one��

Index theorems for operators in Boutet de Monvel�s calculus have been estab�
lished by several authors	 Boutet de Monvel 
��� Fedosov 
���� Rempel and Schulze

���� Grubb 
���� The corresponding formulas� however� are not very explicit� The
present project is part of our intention to reconsider the problem under the per�
spective of noncommutative geometry� Computing the K�theory as well as the
Hochschild and cyclic cohomology 
���� we hope to be able to adapt the index�
theoretic methods developed by Nest and Tsygan 
����

Boutet de Monvel�s algebra has also been studied under other operator�algebraic
aspects� Fedosov� Golse� Leichtnam and Schrohe 
��� showed that there exists a
unique continuous trace on it which extends Wodzicki�s noncommutative residue

���� Its relation to Dixmier�s trace has been studied in 
���� Finally� it was proven
by Grubb and Schrohe 
��� that this trace is indeed given as a residue in the
meromorphic extension of a suitable operator trace�

���� Vector Bundles� It is straightforward to generalize the C��algebra structure
results of Sections �� � and � for algebras of Green operators acting between sections
of vector bundles� The problem of how to dene the boundary principal symbol has
been addressed in 
���� �������� and in 
���� page ���� The crucial norm estimate
��� is proven in 
���� �������� already in this more general formulation�

For the K�theory applications of Sections �� �� and �� it is enough to consider the
case of trivial bundles� Indeed� we are now going to prove that the corresponding
algebras for any two choices of vector bundles are strongly Morita equivalent �this
was suggested to us by Wodzicki�� But then� strongly Morita equivalent C��algebras
have the same K�theory� That follows� for C��algebras possessing countable approx�
imate identities� from a theorem of Brown� Green and Rie�el 
��� Exel 
��� proved
the general case� by explicitly constructing the isomorphism predicted by Brown�
Green and Rie�el�

Let E be a smooth rank�k vector bundle over X � and F be a rank�l smooth
vector bundle over �X � k � � and l � � �the case E � � belongs to classical index
theory on closed manifolds�� Let A

EF
denote the algebra of all Green operators

A 	 C��E��C��F �� C��E��C��F �� and let A
EF

denote the norm closure of
�



A
EF

in L�H
EF

�� the algebra of the bounded operators on H
EF

� L��E��H��
� �F ��

We are going to show that A
EF

and Akl are strongly Morita equivalent� with Akl
denoting the closure of the algebra of all Green operators acting between sections
of the rank�k trivial bundle over X and the rank�l trivial bundle over �X �

Let X denote the set of all Green operators mapping sections of E and F to
sections of the trivial bundles of rank k over X and of rank l over �X � and let X

denote the closure of X in L�H
EF
�Hkl�� Hkl � L��X � C k ��H� �

� ��X � C l �� We may
dene operator�valued inner products on X by hA�BiAkl

� AB� and hA�BiA
EF

�

A�B� Equipped with h
� 
iAkl
and h
� 
iA

EF
� it follows immediately from the rules of

Boutet de Monvel�s calculus that X becomes a Hilbert Akl�AEF
�bimodule� To prove

the strong Morita equivalence �as dened in 
���� Section �� of these two algebras�
it is enough to show that X is simultaneously left and right�full� In other words�
we must show that the linear span of all A�B� with A and B in X� is dense in A

EF
�

and that the linear span of all AB� is dense in Akl�
Let there be given arbitrary C � A

EF
� and 
 and � � C��X� such that their

supports are contained in a trivial open set for E and the intersection of their
supports with �X is contained in a trivial open set for F � To prove the rst
�the other is analogous� density statement� above� it clearly su!ces to obtain A
and B in X such that 
C� � A�B �given � � C��X�� we denote also by � the
operator �f� g� � C��E� � C��F � �� ��f� ��j�X�g��� This can be done by letting

B have the same local expression as 
C� and letting A be locally given by ��� for
some �� � C��X� with support slightly larger than supp� and equal to one on a
neighborhood of it� That shows that A

EF
and Akl are strongly Morita equivalent�

Finally� it is straightforward to prove that Akl and A are strongly Morita equiv�
alent� taking for the Hilbert bimodule the closure of set of all Green operators from
C��X� C k ��C���X� C l � to C��X��C���X�� One nontrivial step� needed only
to deal with the case l � �� is to prove that every S belongs to the linear span of
all TK� for T � K and S as in ����

�� The kernel of ��

Let us rst note that I is contained in the kernel of �� as implied by the facts
that G� K� T and S in ��� are of negative order� and that the principal symbol of

P� vanishes over the boundary�

Another easy observation is that I contains the compact ideal K� That follows
because the set of all operators with smooth kernel is dense in K and any such
operator can be written as in ���� with P � � and G� K� T and S of order ���

Lemma �� Every A � A such that ��A� � � belongs to I�

Proof	 Let A � A be given� with ��A� � �� It follows from the denition that
Ajk � Ijk � if j �� � or k �� �� If A�� � P

�
�G� then ��P

�
��x�� ��� � ���G��x�� ���

for every �x�� ��� � S��X � In Section �� we remarked that ��G��x�� ��� � K for
every �x�� ��� � S��X and that p�D�

�
�� p denes an isomorphism of T�K with

C�R � f�g�� From that it follows that the principal symbol of P � p� � C��S�X��
vanishes over the boundary �X and� hence� that ��P

�
� and ��G� both vanish�

Then� by ���� G is compact ���G� � �� by denition� and it su!ces to show that
P
�
is in I���

�



Let � � C��X� be a boundary de�ning function� i�e�� � is positive on �X and
vanishes with nonzero derivative on �X � Let Q be a zero�order classical pseudo�
differential operator on X with principal symbol q � C��S�X� dened by p� �
�q� We have P

�
� �Q

�
� modulo a compact operator� since pseudodifferential

operators of negative order on compact manifolds are compact� Moreover� Q has
the transmission property� but we will not need that� Now let 
k � C�

c � �X� be

equal to one on some sequence of compacts exhausting �X� Since 
k� converges to
� uniformly on X � we have that 
k�Q�

converges to �Q
�
in L�L��X���

So� it su!ces to prove that 
Q
�
� I�� if 
 belongs to C�

c � �X�	 Let � � C�
c � �X�

be equal to one in a neighborhood of 
� Then we have	 
Q
�
� �

�Q

�
� � �Q

�

�

The commutator 

�Q
�
� is compact� since it is equal to �
Q�Q
�

�
and �
Q�Q
�

has negative order� That proves the lemma� since �Q
�

 � �Q
� �

Thus� we have I � ker� � I� and� hence� ker � � I� It is obvious that ker� �
ker ��� We prove next that ker �� � I� Let A � ker �� be given� If j �� � or k �� �� we
then have	

inf
A��I

jjAjk �A�
jk jj � inf

C�K
jjAjk � Cjj � maxfjj��jk�A�jj� jj��jk�A�jjg � jj��jk�A�jj�

����

since� by denition� ��jk � � unless j � k � �� We have used ��� for the matrix
that has Ajk in its �j� k��entry and zero in the others� It follows from ���� that
ker ��jk � Ijk if j �� � or k �� ��

To show that ker ���� � I�� �and hence prove that ker �� � I�� it is enough to
prove Lemma �� below� Indeed� the left�hand side of ���� is by denition greater
than or equal to inffjjP

�
� G � A�

��jj�A� � Ig� Moreover� since both sides of the
inequality depend continuously on A � P

�
� G� proving ���� will imply that it

holds also� for the extension ��� if P
�
�G is replaced by a general A � A���

For each s � �� let us dene the unitary operator �s on L��R�� by ��s���t� �p
s��st�� It is straightforward to check that

���s b�D�
�
�s � b�sD�

�
� for all s � ������

with b�D�
�
denoting the operator on L��R�� obtained by truncating the Fourier

multiplier b�D�� for any measurable function b on R�

Lemma �� There exists a positive constant c� determined only by X� such that�
for every pseudodifferential operator with the transmission property on X� and for
every singular Green operator G� both polyhomogeneous and of order zero� we have�

inf
����Q

jjP
�
�G� 
Q�jj � cjj��P

�
�G�jj�����

where the in�mum is taken over all 
 and � in C�
c � �X� and all zero�order classical

pseudodifferential operators Q on X�

Proof	 The closure of set of all such 
Q� contains the compact operators �it is
enough to take Q�s of order ���� Moreover� ��� applied to the matrix that has G in
the upper left corner and zero in the other entries gives infC�K jjG�Cjj � jj��G�jj�
This implies ����� with c � �� for the case P

�
� ��

Next we prove ���� for the case G � �� We have already noticed that the left�
hand side of ���� is not smaller than the inmum of fjjP

�
� G � A�

��jj�A� � Ig�
They are� in fact� equal� since any singular Green operator of negative order on X
is compact� and the compacts are contained in the closure of the set of all 
Q�� Let





f
�� 
 
 
 � 
dg be a partition of unity on X such that� whenever the supports of 
i
and 
j intersect� their union is contained in the domain of a chart �ij 	 Uij � �Uij �
If supp
i and supp
j do not intersect� then 
iP�


j is regularizing� hence compact�
Since K � I��� we get	

inf
A��I��

jjP
�
�A�jj �

X
supp�i�supp�j ��	

inf
A��I��

jj
iP�

j �A�jj	����

If Uij does not intersect the boundary� then 
iP�

j � 
iP
j � I��� For each �i� j�

in the sum� above� we may therefore suppose that Uij intersects the boundary� given
by xn � �� and denote by p�x� �� the local symbol of P for that chart� Let Pij denote

the pullback by �ij of the pseudodifferential operator �Pij on �Rn� of amplitude

qij�x� y� �� � p�x�� �� ��
i��
��
ij �x��
j��

��
ij �y��	����

Pij is a classical pseudodifferential operator with the transmission property on X �
such that Pij� � 
iP�


j is in the kernel of �� It follows from Lemma � that
Pij� � 
iP�


j belongs to I�� and� hence� that

inf
A��I��

jj
iP�

j �A�jj � inf

A��I��
jjPij� �A�jj � inf

C�K
jjPij� � Cjj	����

Let us denote by P �
ij the pseudodifferential operator on R

n with amplitude de�

ned by the same formula ���� as �Pij � simply assuming� as we may� that the 
�s
and ��s are restrictions of functions and charts on the neighboring manifold �� The
classical estimate for the norm� modulo compacts� of a pseudodifferential operator
in terms of the supremum�norm of its principal symbol �
���� Theorem A��� or 
����
Theorem ���� implies the existence of compact operators C �

ij on L��Rn �� such that

jjP �
ij � C �

ij jj is bounded by two times the supremum�norm of the principal symbol
of P �

ij � which is bounded by the supremum on the right�hand side of ����� below�

since j
kj � � for all k� If �Cij denotes the compact operator on L���Rn� � obtained

from C �
ij by truncation� it is obvious that jj �Pij� � �Cij jj is bounded by jjP �

ij �C �
ij jj�

This gives	

jj �Pij� � �Cij jj � � supfjp��x�� �� ��j� �x�� �� � �Uij � � �� �g�����

where p��x� �� �smooth for � �� �� denotes the zero�order homogeneous principal
part of p�x� ���

This is the most delicate point of this proof	 For each �x�� ��� with �� �� ��
p��x

�� �� ��� 
� belongs to H�� and

sup
�n�R

jp��x�� �� ��� �n�j � jjp��x�� �� ��� Dn�� jjL�L��R���	����

That again follows from the isomorphism T�K  C�R�f�g�� or� in a more classical
language� from Lemma ����� of 
���� Since

sup
�� ���

sup
�n�R

jp��x�� �� ��� �n�j � sup
� ���

jp��x�� �� ��j�

the right�hand side of ���� equals � sup�� ��� jjp��x�� �� ��� Dn�� jj� It follows from the

homogeneity of p� and ���� that p��x
�� �� s��� Dn�� � �sp��x

�� �� ��� Dn���
��
s � for

all s � �� and hence jjp��x�� �� ��� Dn�� jj is independent of j��j� We then get	

jj �Pij� � �Cij jj � �jj��P
�
�jj	����

��



Let Cij � K denote the pullback of �a restriction of� �Cij by the chart �ij �Cij
vanishes on functions whose support does not intersect the closure of Uij�� There
is a constant c�� depending only on our choice of norm on L��X�� such that

jjPij� � Cij jj � c�jj �Pij� � �Cij jj	����

Estimates ����� ����� ���� and ���� imply ����� for the case G � �� with c � �c�d
��

To treat the case when both P
�
and G are nontrivial� we use that ��G��x�� ���

is compact for each �x�� ��� � S��X � and again the isomorphism T�K  C�S��� to
get	

jj��P
�
��x�� ���jj � inf

C�K
jj��P

�
��x�� ��� � Cjj � jj��P

�
��x�� ��� � ��G��x�� ���jj	

Taking the supremum on both sides of this inequality� we see that jj��P
�
�jj �

jj��P
�
�G�jj� and� hence� jj��G�jj � �jj��P

�
�G�jj� Since

inf
����Q

jjP
�
�G� 
Q�jj � inf

����Q
jjP

�
� 
Q�jj� inf

����Q
jjG� 
Q�jj�

the proof is complete� with c � ��� � c�d
��� �

Corollary �� �� induces a C��algebra isomorphism between A�I and Im ��� Equal�
ity� with c � �� therefore holds in �	
��

For the sake of this argument� let KX and K� denote the ideals of compact
operators on L��X� and on H� respectively� There is an obvious injection of I���KX
into I�K�� which is also surjective because� by denition� all entries of the matrix
in ��� are compact� except possibly the upper left one� The statement about I�K
in the theorem� below� follows therefore from the estimate

inf
C�K

jj
P� � Cjj � sup
S� �X

j
���P �j�

which again follows from the classical estimate quoted between ���� and ���� �see
also 
���� Section ��� We have proven	

Theorem �� The kernel of �� is equal to I� Moreover� I contains the compact ideal
K and I�K is isomorphic to C��S

� �X�� with isomorphism induced by the principal
symbol�

�� The image of ��

It is of central importance for the computation of the K�theory of Boutet de
Monvel�s algebra that the upper left corner of the image of ��� Im ����� is isomorphic
to the direct sum of C��X� and an ideal of the Toeplitz algebra with vanishing K�
theory� This description is the essential result of this section� what we state about
Im ��jk� for j �� � or k �� �� is already contained in 
���� �������� Corollary ��

Every smooth function on S��X is the principal symbol of a zero�order classi�
cal pseudodifferential operator on the closed manifold �X � C��S��X� is there�
fore contained in Im ��� and� hence� Im ���� � C�S��X�� The fact that Im ���� �
C�S��X� 	 L��R��

� �so� ���� is surjective� if we dene �� taking values in the C��
algebra in ���� follows from the next lemma� by a partition�of�unity argument�

Given 
 � L��R��� we will denote by h
j the linear functional � �� R

�� and

by j
i the linear map� from C to L��R��� of multiplication by 
�
��



Lemma 	� Let V � �X be an open set whose closure is contained in the domain
of a chart of �X� The space C��S

�V� L��R��
�� of all continuous functions� from

S�V to L��R��
�� which vanish on every unit covector over the boundary of V is

contained in the image of �����

Proof	 Let � 	 U � �U � Rn�� be a chart of �X such that �V � U � Let
there be given p in C�

c �S�V � �i�e�� p � C��S��X� and its support is contained in

S�V � and 
 in C�
c �R� �� Let us denote by �p�x�� ���� �x�� ��� � �U � Rn�� � the local

expression �smooth for �� �� �� of the zero�degree homogeneous extension of p to the
cotangent bundle of �X � We now choose an excision function � �i�e�� � � C��R�
vanishes on a neighborhood of the origin and ��t� � � for su!ciently large t� and
dene t�x�� ��� �n� � ����j��j��p�x�� ��� "
��n�j��j�� with " denoting the inverse Fourier
transform� and j��j the euclidean norm of �� � Rn�� �

Obviously� t is smooth� One can also check that t is a trace symbol of order
and class zero �using 
���� �������� and ��������� for example�� dening therefore a

trace operator �T 	 C�
c ��Rn� � � C�

c �Rn�� �� Moreover� t is polyhomogeneous and
its homogeneous principal part is given by t��x

�� ��� �n� � ���p�x�� ��� "
��n�j��j�� We
then get �using 
���� ������� and ��������� for example�	

t��x
�� ��� Dn� � j��j �p�x�� ���h
�j��j
�j	����

Let D denote the linear span of all p 	 h
j� with p � C�
c �S�V �� 
 � C�

c �R� ��
Since C�

c �R� � is dense in L
��R��� D is dense in C��S

�V� L��R��
��� The assignment

D � f�x�� ��� ��
p
j��jf�x�� ��� � �j��j����

���
� as dened before Lemma ��� induces an isomorphism � of C��S
�V� L��R��

��
onto itself� since it is equal to the multiplication of an isometry by the functionp
j��j� which is smooth� bounded� and bounded away from zero on S�V �

Let � � C�
c � �V �� �V � ��V �� be equal to one in a neighborhood of the x��support

of �p� Then� extend � to a chart �� of X � and � to a cuto� �� with support in
the image of ��� The pullback T 	 C��X� � C���X� of � �T�� by �� is a trace
operator and ��T � � ��p 	 h
j�� Hence� Im ���� contains ��D�� which is dense in
C��S

�V� L��R��
��� On the other hand� Im ���� is closed� since �� is a C��algebra

homomorphism� �

The surjectivity of ���� can be proven analogously to that of ����� The main
di�erence is that the homogeneous extension of p� which in the proof of Lemma �
was of degree zero� now has to be taken of degree ����� One should then dene

the local Poisson symbol by k�x�� ��� �n� � ����j��j��p�x�� ��� "���n�j��j�� with ��t� �

��t�� and replace h
j by j
i in ����� and f�x�� ��� � �j��j by �j��j � f�x�� ��� on the
right�hand side of �����

We must now describe the upper�left corner of Im ��� As a rst step� the following
lemma will show that Im ���� contains C�S��X�	 T� �T� � ker� as dened after
��� �� Before proving it� let us show that the C��algebra �let us call it T�� for the
moment� generated by all 
�D�

�
� 
 � S�R�� is equal to T�� Since every generator

of T� clearly belongs to T�� one gets at once that T� � T��
Given 
 in the space C��R� of all continuous functions on R that vanish at in�

nity� U��F
�D�
�
F��U is equal to the Toeplitz operator on S� of symbol 
� iz�i

z�� �

�recall that U was dened in ��� and F denotes the Fourier transform�� The isomor�
phism T�K  C�S�� then implies that T� is equal to the set of all 
�D�

�
�C� with


 � C��R� and C compact� It follows from the estimate jj
�D�
�
jj � sup j
j that

��



every 
�D�
�
� with 
 in C��R�� is the norm limit of a sequence 
k�D�

�
� 
k � S�R��

This shows that T� is equal to the C
��algebra generated by all 
�D�

�
� 
 � C��R��

To prove that T� � T�� it is therefore enough to show that T� contains K� This
follows from the fact �
���� Proposition ����� that K is equal to the commutator
ideal of T� which is equal to the commutator ideal of T�� Indeed� the two ideals are
equal to the closed linear span of all products T� 
 
 
Tk� where at least one �possibly
more� of the Tj �s is of the form 

�D�

�
� ��D�

�
�� 
 and � in C��R�� and the others

are of the form 
�D�
�
� 
 in C��R��

Lemma 
� Let V be as in Lemma �� Then C��S
�V�T�� is contained in Im �����

Proof	 Given 
 � S�R� and p � C�
c �S�V �� let P denote the pullback by �� of

the pseudodifferential operator on �Rn� of amplitude

q�x� y� �� � ��j��j��p�x�� ���
��n�
p
� � j��j�����x����y������

with �� ��� �� �p and �� as in the proof of Lemma �� It follows from the proof
of Lemma ����� in 
��� that q is a classical amplitude� and that the corresponding

homogeneous principal symbol q��x� �� satises� for x
� � �V and � �� �� q��x

�� �� �� �
�p�x�� ���
��n�j��j�� Moreover� P has the transmission property �
���� ��������� We
then get from ����	

��P
�
��x�� ��� � �p�x�� ��� 
 
�j��j � 
�D�

�
� ���j��j�	����

It follows from the fact that T� is generated by all 
�D�
�
� 
 � S�R�� that

C��S
�V�T�� is equal to the C��algebra generated by all T��valued functions on

S�V as those at the right�hand side of ����� with 
 � S�R� and p � C�
c �S�V �� �

Now we show that �� is not surjective� We will regard C��X� as a subset of
C�S��X�� and C�S��X� as a subset of C�S��X� 	 T �recall that T contains the
identity operator I on L��R�� ��

Lemma �� Im ���� � C�S��X� � C��X�	

Proof	 Operators of multiplication by functions in C��X� are the simplest ex�
amples of pseudodifferential operators with the transmission property on X � The
boundary principal symbol of such an operator is equal to the restriction to the
boundary of the multiplier �times I�� This shows that C���X�� and hence also
C��X�� are contained in Im �����

Let f belong to Im �����C�S��X�� For every � � �� there exist a pseudodifferen�
tial operator with the transmission property P � and a singular Green operator G�
such that jj��P

�
��x�� ��� � ��G��x�� ��� � f�x�� ���jj � �� for all �x�� ��� � S��X �we

have used that the set of all P
�
�G is dense in A���� Since ��G��x

�� ��� is compact
for every �x�� ���� we get	

inf
C�K

jj��P
�
��x�� ���� f�x�� ���I � Cjj � �	����

Using once more the isomorphism T�K  C�R � f�g�� we get
inf
C�K

jjp�D�
�
� Cjj � sup jpj�

for any p � H�� Let p� denote the principal symbol of P � regarded as a zero�degree
homogeneous function on the cotangent bundle� smooth except at the zero section�
The left�hand side of ���� is then equal to

sup
�n�R

jp��x�� �� ��� �n�� f�x�� ���j � sup
�n ���

jp��x�� �� ��

j�nj ����� f�x�� ���j�
��



which is greater than or equal to jp��x�� �� ������ f�x�� ���j� This makes sense in
view of our choice of a normal coordinate xn after ���� Note also that� for covectors
�� �� �� p��x

�� �� ��� 
� � H��
We have proven that� for all � � �� there exists a g � C��X� such that

supS��X jf � gj � �� Hence� f � C��X�� �

The previous argument also shows that p��x
�� �� ����� � p��x

�� �� ������ This is
part of Boutet de Monvel�s transmission condition for classical operators� see the
comments before the statement of Theorem � for more details�

Lemmas � and � show that Im ���� � �C�S��X� 	 T�� � C��X�� To prove
the reverse inclusion� let us consider the C��algebra homomorphism � 	  from
C�S��X�	T to itself that maps f 	 p�D�

�
to p���f 	 I � p � H�� If F belongs to

Im ����� then F���	��F � belongs to C�S��X�	T�� By Lemma �� F���	��F ��
and therefore also ��	��F �� belong to Im ����� By Lemma �� ��	��F � is in C��X��

This proves the characterization of Im �� promised after ���	

Im �� �

�
C�S��X�	

�
T� L��R��

L��R��
� C

��
�
�
C��X�	

�
C �
� �

��
	����

Before stating the main result of this Section� however� a few more denitions
and comments are needed� Let us denote by W the C��algebra of all the bounded
operators A � ��Ajk��j�k���� on L��R�� � C such that A�� � T� and by W� the
set of all A � W such that A�� � T� �W is the closure of the set of all zero�order
Wiener�Hopf operators� in Boutet de Monvel�s terminology 
���� W� is clearly the
kernel of the linear functional ��A� � �A���� which is actually a homomorphism�
since ��AB� � �A��B�� �A��B��� and A��B�� is compact�

Temporarily denoting by K
R�

the ideal of compact operators on L��R�� and by

K� that on L��R��� C � it is straightforward to check that the mapping that sends
the class of A to the class of the matrix that has A in the upper�left corner and
zero elsewhere is an isomorphism between T�K

R�
and W�K�� The isomorphism

T�K
R�
 C�S�� dened in the introduction therefore induces an isomorphism from

W�K� to C�S�� that sends the class of the identity I to the constant function
�� The homomorphism � corresponds� then� to the evaluation at ���� on C�S��
composed with the projection of W onto W�K��

We have proven	

Theorem �� The C��algebra W contains the compact ideal� and W�K and C�S��
are isomorphic �as unital C��algebras�� Moreover� the image of �� is isomorphic
to C��X�� �C�S��X�	W��� with W� denoting the kernel of the homomorphism
� 	W� C induced by the evaluation at ���� on C�S���

�� K�Theory

By a well�known consequence of Bott periodicity �
��� Theorem ������� to any
short exact sequence of C��algebras � � J � A� A�J � �� one may associate a
cyclic six�term exact sequence of abelian groups

K��J� �� K��A� �� K��A�J�x� �y
K��A�J� �� K��A� �� K��J�

�����

where the horizontal arrows are functorially induced homomorphisms� the arrow
connectingK� toK� is called the index mapping� and the other connecting mapping

��



is called the exponential mapping� If J is the compact ideal� then K��J� � ��
K��J�  Z� and the index mapping is the Fredholm index �
��� �������

Lemma �� Ki�C�S
��X�	W�� � �� i � �� ��

Proof	 The six�term exact sequence we get from the short exact sequence given
by the isomorphism of our Theorem �� �� K�W� C�S��� �� is

Z �� K��W� �� Zx� �y
Z �� K��W� �� �	

����

Because there exists a Toeplitz operator of Fredholm index one� there exists also
an operator in W of index one �take a matrix with � in the lower right corner and
� outside the diagonal�� Hence� the index mapping in ���� is surjective� This gives
K��W� � 
I � 
Z and K��W� � �	 It then follows from the six�term exact sequence
associated to

� ��W� ��W
���C �� �

that K��W�� � K��W�� � �� By K#unneth�s theorem for tensor products 
�� ����
we prove our claim� �

Denoting by the same letters functions on X or �X and the multiplication op�
erators they dene� let b denote the �unital� C��algebra homomorphism

b 	 C��X� �� Im ��

g ��� ��

��
f �
� g

��
�

����

where f denotes a function in C�X� whose restriction to the boundary equals g�
The proof of Theorem � shows that Im �� � �C�S��X� 	W�� � Im b� Since b is
injective� the previous lemma implies	

Corollary � The homomorphisms b� 	 Ki�C��X�� � Ki�Im ���� i � �� �� induced
by b are isomorphisms�

Proposition �� If X is connected and �X is not empty� then there exists a non�
vanishing section of the cotangent bundle of X�

Proof	 Let $ be a section of the cotangent bundle of � with a nite number
of zeros� Given x� � X � a zero of $� let c 	 
�� �� � � be a smooth curve with
c��� � x� and c��� �� X � such that c�t� is not a zero of $ if t �� �� and c��t� �� � for
all t� Let V be a vector eld on � such that V �c�t�� � c��t�� t � 
�� ��� and V � �
outside a neighborhood of the image of c which intersects the set of zeros of $ only
at x�� Let %s� s � R� denote the  ow of V � and write �$ for the pushforward of $
by %��

Comparing the zero sets of $ and �$� we see that one of the zeros of $ has moved
from X to its complement in �� After repeating this procedure a nite number of
times� we are nished� �

Corollary ��� If� in addition� X is orientable and has dimension two� then the
cotangent bundle of the interior� T � �X� is homeomorphic to �X � R� �

Proof	 Starting with the section given by Proposition �� one may use orientability
to get a smooth frame for the cotangent bundle� �

Let m� 	 C�� �X� � C��S
� �X� denote the pullback of functions under the bundle

projection S� �X � �X� Proposition � makes it possible to choose a continuous
�	



section $ of the cosphere bundle� Let then s 	 C��S
� �X� � C�� �X� denote the

C��algebra homomorphism f �� f � $� It is clear that s � m� is the identity on
C�� �X��

Let B� �X denote the bundle of closed unit balls of the cotangent bundle of the
interior� The kernel of the restriction mapping R 	 C��B

� �X�� C��S
� �X� is home�

omorphic to C��T
� �X�� This observation denes the exact sequence

�� C��T
� �X�� C��B

� �X�� C��S
� �X�� �	����

Proposition ��� If X is connected and �X is not empty� then� for each i � �� ��
Ki�C��S

� �X�� is isomorphic to Ki�C�� �X�� �K��i�C��T
� �X��� Under this isomor�

phism� the homomorphism induced by m� corresponds to the canonical injection
of Ki�C�� �X�� into Ki�C�� �X�� � K��i�C��T

� �X��� and the connecting mapping

Ki�C��S
� �X�� � K��i�C��T

� �X�� in the six�term exact sequence one gets from

�
� corresponds to the canonical projection of Ki�C�� �X���K��i�C��T
� �X�� onto

K��i�C��T
� �X���

Proof	 Since closed balls can be continuously deformed to their centers� the
pullback of functions under the bundle projection m�� 	 C�� �X� � C��B

� �X� is a

homotopy equivalence� Hence� the induced homomorphisms� m��
� 	 Ki�C�� �X�� �

Ki�C��B
� �X��� i � �� �� are isomorphisms �
���� ����� and ������� It is obvious that

R �m�� � m�� Hence� if we use the isomorphisms m��
� to identify Ki�C��B

� �X�� and

Ki�C�� �X��� the six�term exact sequence associated to ���� becomes

K��C��T
� �X�� �� K��C�� �X��

m�

��� K��C��S
� �X��x� �y

K��C��S
� �X��

m�

��� K��C�� �X�� �� K��C��T
� �X��

	����

We have seen� right after Corollary ��� that s �m� is the identity� That implies
that s� is a left inverse for m�

�� The cyclic sequence ���� then becomes two split
exact sequences

� �� Ki�C�� �X��
m�

���
s�

Ki�C��S
� �X�� �� K��i�C��T

� �X�� �� ��

i � �� �� That the above sequences also split on the right and the connecting
mappings correspond to projections follows now from algebraic generalities �
����
������ for example�� �

Theorem �� If X is connected and �X is not empty� then� for each i � �� �� there
is an exact sequence

� �� ker ri� �K��i�C��T
� �X�� �� Ki�A�K� �� Im ri� �� ������

where ri� 	 Ki�C�X��� Ki�C��X�� is the homomorphism induced by the restriction
to the boundary r 	 C�X�� C��X��

Proof	 Let us consider the commutative diagram

� �� I�K �� A�K
��� A�I �� �x��m x��m x��b

� �� C�� �X� �� C�X�
r�� C��X� �� �

�����

�




where m is the isometric ��homomorphism that maps f � C�X� to the class of�
f �
� g

�
� g denoting the restriction to �X of f � recall that b was dened in ����

�here we do not distinguish between the isomorphic C��algebras A�I and Im ����
Let us denote by � and exp the index and exponential mappings associated to

the top exact sequence in ����� and by by �� and exp� the index and exponen�
tial mappings associated to the bottom one� By the naturality of the connecting
mappings 
���� we get from ���� the two commutative diagrams

K��A�I�
��� K��I�K� K��A�I�

exp�� K��I�K�x��b� x��m� and
x��b� x��m�

K��C��X��
���� K��C�� �X�� K��C��X��

exp��� K��C�� �X��

	����

The C��algebra homomorphismm�� dened after Corollary ��� is the composition
of the isomorphism j 	 I�K � C��S

� �X� of Theorem � with m� dened in �����

Inserting the isomorphisms j� 	 Ki�I�K� � Ki�C��S
� �X�� into the upper right

corners of the diagrams in ����� and denoting by �� and exp� the compositions of j�
with � and exp� we get	

K��A�I�
���� K��C��S

� �X�� K��A�I�
exp��� K��C��S

� �X��x��b�
x��m�

� and
x��b�

x��m�

�

K��C��X��
���� K��C�� �X�� K��C��X��

exp��� K��C�� �X��

	

����

In other words� modulo isomorphisms and split injections� the connecting map�
pings in the six�terms exact sequences associated to the two horizontal short exact
sequences in ���� are the same� That reduces the computation of the connecting
mappings in the six�term exact sequence associated �with the use of the isomor�
phisms b� and j�� to �� I�K� A�K� A�I� ��

K��C��S
� �X�� �� K��A�K� �� K��C��X��x��

��y
K��C��X�� �� K��A�K� �� K��C��S

� �X��

�����

to a purely topological operation�
Using Proposition �� and ���� to compare the cyclic exact sequences ���� and

the one we get from r�

K��C�� �X�� �� K��C�X�� �� K��C��X��x����
��yexp�

K��C��X�� �� K��C�X�� �� K��C�� �X��

�����

we then obtain the two exact sequences in ���� by taking quotients by the kernels
and restricting the ranges of the horizontal arrows in ����� �

It is well known that the K�groups of C��Y � are nitely generated� for any
manifold Y � That follows by induction� using triangularizability� starting from the
fact that K��C��Y ��  C and K��C��Y �� � � when Y is a point�

Corollary ��� If we suppose� in addition to the hypothesis of Theorem 
� that
the K�groups of C�X�� C��X� and C��T

� �X� are all torsion free� then Ki�A�K� 
Ki�C�X���K��i�C��T

� �X��� i � �� ��
��



Proof	 By our previous remark� all groups appearing in the extremes of ���� are
nitely generated� Our torsion�free hypothesis then implies that they are powers of
Z� For each i � �� �� the quotient of Ki�A�K� by a nitely generated free subgroup
is therefore free and nitely generated� Hence� Ki�A�K� is also a power of Z�

isomorphic to ker ri� � K��i�C��T
� �X�� � Im ri�� The same argument shows that

Ki�C�X�� is also a power of Z� isomorphic to ker ri� � Im ri�	 �

In Section �� we apply Corollary �� to orientable surfaces� We end this section
showing how one can get the K�theory of A and A from the K�theory of A�K�

Proposition ��� The projection A � A�K induces isomorphisms from K��A� to
K��A�K�� and from K��A� to the kernel of the Fredholm�index mapping K��A�K��
Z� which is surjective�

Proof	 As in the proof of Lemma �� it su!ces to prove that there exist an integer
k and a k�by�k matrix with entries in A which� regarded as an operator on Hk� is
Fredholm and has index one�

It follows from Fedosov�s index formula� as in the proof of Theorem ���� in 
����
that there exists a k�by�k matrix S of zero�order pseudodifferential operators on

�X dening an index�one Fredholm operator on �H� �
� ��X��k� The Green operator�

I �
� S

�
� I denoting the identity on C��X � C k �� is then a Fredholm operator of

index one on Hk� �

Proposition �	� The injection of A into A induces isomorphisms between Ki�A�
and Ki�A�� i � �� ��

Proof	 By 
���� Corollary ����� A can be given the structure of a Fr&echet ��
algebra� such that the embedding of A in A is continuous� Moreover� A contains
the inverses of all its elements which are invertible in A� In particular� the set of
invertibles in A is open� with respect to that Fr&echet topology� Then� by 
���� pg
���� the inversion is continuous� Hence� the Cauchy integrals that give the holomor�
phic functional calculus converge also in A� Being closed under the holomorphic
functional calculus� A has the same K�theory as A �
��� Sections ��� and ����� �

�� A better result for K�

Throughout this section� we assume that X is connected and that �X is not
empty� in order to be able to apply Proposition �� and the proof of Theorem ��

As a rst step� let us show how the principal symbol is related to the index
mapping in the six�term exact sequence associated to ����� We need topological
K�theory and refer to the rst section of 
�� for denitions and notation�

Let Y be a locally compact Hausdor� space� Z a closed subspace of Y � and U �
Y n Z� Let � 	 K��C��U�� � K�Y� Z� denote the composition of the isomorphism
from K�U� to K�Y� Z� given in 
��� ������ with the canonical isomorphism from
K��C��U�� to K�U��

We learned the following proof from Ruy Exel�

Proposition �
� Let � 	 K��C��Z�� � K��C��U�� be the index mapping in the
six�term exact sequence associated to � � C��U� � C��Y � � C��Z� � �� Then
� � � 	 K��C��Z�� � K�Y� Z� maps the class of an invertible k�by�k matrix u �
Mk�C��Z�

��� C��Z�
� � C�Z�� � C�Z�f�g�� to the class of the triple �Ek� Ek� u��

where Ek denotes the rank�k trivial bundle and u is regarded as an isomorphism on
the restriction of Ek to Z in the obvious way�

��



Proof	 We may suppose� without loss of generality� that u��� is the identity�
Let w � M�k�C��Y �

�� be an invertible coinciding with u � u�� � M�k�C��Z�
��

on Z and such that w��� is the identity� By denition �
���� ������� ��
u�� �

wpkw

���� 
pk�� where pk is the �k�by��k matrix with � on the rst k entries of the
diagonal and zero elsewhere� The above mentioned canonical isomorphism maps an
element 
p�� 
q� � K��C��U��� p and q idempotents in Ml�C��U�

��� to the element
of K�U�  K�U���� dened by the triple �Im p� Im q� ��� with Im p denoting the
vector bundle f�x� v� � U� � C

l � v � Im p�x�g� and � being any isomorphism
between Im p��� and Im q��� �any homomorphism because the equivalence class
of this triple depends only on the homotopy class of �� by 
���� II������ and the
complex linear group Glk�C � is connected� this also justies the rst statement
in this proof�� Since wpkw

�� is equal to pk at the innite point �� the bers
of Imwpkw

�� and Im pk are canonically isomorphic there� Hence� viewed as an
element of K�U�� ��
u�� is the class of the triple �Imwpkw

��� Im pk� id�� where id
denotes the identity mapping�

Let � 	 Y � � U� be the identity on U and map all other points to ��
The isomorphism from K�U� to K�Y� Z� dened in 
��� ������ is the homomor�
phism contravariantly induced by �� viewed as a morphism between the compact
pairs �Y �� Z�� and �U����� Hence� it maps ��
u�� to the class of the triple
�Imwpkw

��� Im pk� id� �all that �
� does is to regard the projections dening the

triple as functions on Y � which are constant over Z���
The mapping f 	 Im pk � Imwpkw

��� f�x� v� � �x�w�x�v�� is a vector bun�
dle isomorphism� Moreover� f and the identity mapping on Im pk intertwine u �
u�� and the identity� The triple �Imwpkw

��� Im pk� id� is therefore equivalent to
�Im pk� Im pk� u� u���� which is obviously equivalent to �Ek� Ek� u�� �

We have seen in Proposition �� thatK��C��S
� �X�� is isomorphic toK��C�� �X���

K��C��T
� �X��� with the projection onto K��C��T

� �X�� corresponding to the index

mapping �� for ����� Applying Proposition ��� with Y � B� �X and Z � S� �X� we

may give another description of the index mappingK��C��S
� �X��� K��C��T

� �X���

now regarded as a mapping from K��I�K� to K��C��T
� �X��� �by Theorem ��� Let



A�� � K��I�K� be given� 

A�� denoting the K��class of the class 
A� � �I�K�� �
A�K of a Fredholm operator A � Mk�I � C � with principal symbol ���A� �we
denote by C� the unitization of a C��algebra C�� The projection of 

A�� onto

K��C��T
� �X��  K�T � �X�  K�B� �X�S� �X� is then given by the class of the triple

�Ek� Ek� ���A���
In our language� part of the content of Boutet de Monvel�s index theorem is that

�� 	 K��C��S
� �X�� � K��C��T

� �X�� factors through K��A�K�� More precisely� let

us denote by ind 	 K��A�K� � K��C��T
� �X�� the composition of the canonical

isomorphism between K�T � �X� and K��C��T
� �X�� with the homomorphism dened

in 
��� Theorem ���� �see also 
���� �������� Theorem ��� In the next paragraph�
we prove that ind � i� � ��� with i� denoting the homomorphism induced by the
inclusion of I�K into A�K� There exists� moreover� a mapping � 	 K��C��T

� �X���
Z �the topological index� such that � � ind gives the Fredholm index� but we will
not use this fact�

Let x � 

A�� � K��I�K� be given� A as above� Since the scalar part of A is
invertible and Glk�C � is connected� we may suppose that A � B � I � for some
B �Mk�I� and I the k�by�k identity matrix� By denition of I� there is a sequence

�



Bj � B� Bj �

�

P� �G K

T S

�
� I� with P � G� etc� denoting k�by�k matrices

of operators as those in ���� For su!ciently large j� then� x � 

I � Bj �� �by 
����

�������� Since

�
G K
T S

�
is compact� x �

���

P� � I �

� I

���
� with I denoting

the identity operators on C��X� and on C���X�� This operator is in the form 
���
����������� According to Boutet de Monvel�s prescription� ind �x� corresponds to the

class inK�T � �X�  K�B� �X�� S� �X�� determined by the principal symbol of 
P��
I �the contribution from the identity on C���X� vanishes�� This implies ind �i� �
��� by our comments after the proof of Proposition ��� Using Proposition �� and
the proof of Theorem �� we then obtain the commutative diagram	

K��C��T
� �X��x���� � ind

K��C�� �X���K��C��T
� �X��

i��� K��A�K�
���� K��A�I�

����x��m�

�

x��m�

x��b�
K��C�� �X��

i�
��� K��C�X��

r��� K��C��X��
����

	����

Lemma ��� If� in �
��� x � K��A�K� belongs to Im i� � Imm�� then ind �x� � ��

Proof	 Suppose x � K��A�K� � Im i� � Imm�� The preceding discussion shows

that x �

���

P� � I �

� I

���
�

���
f �
� f j�X

���
� for some 
� � � C�

c � �X��

P a k�by�k matrix of classical zero�order pseudodifferential operators on X � and
invertible f � Mk�C�X��� Enlarging k if needed� we can then get a homotopy of

invertibles in Mk�A�K� connecting

��

P� � I �

� I

��
and

��
f �
� f j�X

��
� Us�

ing that 
A� �� ���A� denes a continuous mapping from Mk�A�K� to Mk�C�S
�X��

�this follows from ����� we then get a homotopy of invertibles in Mk�C�S
�X��� be�

tween 
��P ���I and f � In Proposition �� we showed that there exists a continuous
section $ of S�X � By composition with $� any homotopy in Mk�C�S

�X�� denes
a homotopy in Mk�C�X��� Hence� there is a homotopy of invertibles in Mk�C�X��

connecting

�
f �
� f j�X

�
and

�
g �
� I

�
� for some g �Mk�C�X�� equal to the in�

dentity on a neighborhood of �X �g � �
��P �� � I� �$�� Composing m with this

homotopy� we get a homotopy of invertibles in Mk�A�K�� So� x �

���
g �
� I

���
�

for this g� By denition �we again apply 
��� ������������ ind �x�� regarded as an

element in K�B� �X�� S� �X�� is the class of the triple �Ek� Ek� g�� Since g is an

isomorphism on B� �X�� ind �x� � �� �

Theorem 	� If X is connected and �X is not empty� then K��A�K� is isomorphic

to K��C�X�� � K��C��T
� �X��� More precisely� in the diagram �
��� m� and the

restriction of i� to K��C��T
� �X�� are injective� and K��A�K� � m��K��C�X�� �

i��K��C��T
� �X����

Proof	 Given x � K��A�K�� we have ���b��� ����x��� � �� because ������x�� �

�� m�
� is injective on K��C�� �X��� and the left diagram in ���� commutes� It is

therefore possible to choose y � K��C�X�� such that r��y� � b��� ����x��� Since
��



���x � m��y�� � �� there exists z� � z� � K��C�� �X�� �K��C��T
� �X�� such that

i��z� � z�� � x�m��y��

In Proposition ��� we showed that m�
� is the canonical injection of K��C�� �X��

into K��C�� �X�� � K��C��T
� �X��� The commutativity of the lower left subdia�

gram in ���� then implies that x � m��i
�
��z��� �m��y� � i��z��� This proves that

m��K��C�X�� � i��K��C��T
� �X��� � K��A�K��

The existence of the homomorphism ind implies at once that i� restricted to
K��C��T

� �X�� is injective	 ind �i��� � z�� � z� The injectivity of m� follows as in
the proof of Lemma ���

To show that the intersection of m��K��C�X�� and i��K��C��T
� �X��� is �� let

us suppose that m��y� � i���� z�� for some y � K��C�X�� and z � K��C��T
� �X���

Since ind �m��y�� � � �Lemma ���� z � ind �i���� z�� � ind �m��y�� � �� �

This section was inspired by conversations with Anton Savin about Boutet de
Monvel�s index theorem� at conferences in Potsdam and B'edlewo�

�� Orientable Surfaces

Throughout this section�X denotes a connected orientable two�dimensional man�
ifold with nonempty boundary �X � The genus of X is denoted by g and the number
of connected components of �X by m�

It is probably well known �we thank Thomas Schick for this information� that
any manifold like our X can be continuously deformed to the union of q circles with
one point in common� q � �g �m � �� That already implies that K��C�X��  Z

and K��C�X��  Zq� In the proof of Proposition ��� we give a precise description
of that deformation� which is also used to prove Proposition ���

Proposition ��� There exist V � X� closed curves C�� 
 
 
 � Cq in X� q � �g�m�
�� such that Cj � Ck � fV g if j �� k� and an isomorphism from Zq to K��C�X���
which maps each element ek of the canonical basis to the class of a unitary in C�X�
equal to one on Cj � if j �� k� and with winding number one on Ck� Moreover�
K��C�X�� � 
�� 
Z� where 
�� denotes the class of the function identical to � on X�

Proof	 Any closed orientable surface of genus g is homeomorphic to a polygon
of �g sides� identied in pairs� all vertices corresponding to the same point in the
manifold �
���� Section ��b�� Orientability implies that� if l and l� are two identied
sides� then the polygon is to the left of l if and only if it is to the right of l� �assuming�
of course� that the parametrizations of l and l� are the same� with respect to the
identication�� Our surface X is then homeomorphic to such a polygon with sides
identied� with m disjoint open disks� D�� 
 
 
 � Dm� removed from its interior� Let
us choose a side l � 
P�Q� in this polygon and draw m � � curves� c�� 
 
 
 � cm���
all going from P to Q� so that D� is between l and c�� Dk is between ck�� and ck�
k � �� 
 
 
 �m� �� and Dm is between cm�� and the remaining sides�

Each curve ck and each pair of identied sides in the polygon correspond to
circles �closed curves� in X that do not intersect �X � Let us denote by Ck the
circles obtained from ck� k � �� 
 
 
 �m � �� by Cm the circle that comes from l
and its pair� and by Cm��� 
 
 
 � Cq the circles that come from the other sides of
the polygon� Any two among these q circles meet in exactly one point� V � the
equivalence class of the vertices of the polygon� Let us denote by Y the union of
the circles C�� 
 
 
 � Cq � Gradually enlarging the disks D�� 
 
 
 � Dm� without crossing
any of the Ck�s� but with their boundaries eventually adhering to them� one proves
that X is homotopically equivalent to Y �

��



Looking at what this deformation does to continuous functions on X � one proves
that the restriction mapping R 	 C�X�� C�Y � is a homotopy equivalence� Hence�
we get the isomorphisms

R� 	 Ki�C�X��� Ki�C�Y ��� i � �� �	����

For any circle C containing a point V � let us denote by C��CnV � the alge�
bra of continuous functions on C that vanish at V � We are going to use that
K��C��CnV �� � �� and that K��C��CnV ��  Z� with isomorphism given by the
winding number� Moreover� there exists a generator ofK��C��CnV �� which is equal
to one at V �

Let us consider the exact sequence

� ��
qM

k��

C��CknV � i��C�Y �
���C �� ������

where i denotes the inclusion mapping� and � evaluation at V � Using that K��C � 
Z and K��C � � �� we get from ����	

� �� K��C�Y �� �� Zx� �y
� �� K��C�Y �� �� Zq

	����

The exponential mapping in ���� is the zero map� since the upper�right horizontal
arrow in maps 
�� to � � Z� We then get that K��C�Y �� is isomorphic to Z� and
the statement about K� follows from ����� We also get that the inclusion mapping
in ���� induces an isomorphism i� from �kK��C��CknV ��  Zq to K��C�Y ��� The
composition R��

� � i� gives the other isomorphism for which we were looking� �

K��C��X�� and K��C��X�� are both isomorphic to Zm� The generators of
K��C��X�� are the classes of the functions equal to one on the k�th connected
component of �X �the boundary of Dk� as dened above�� and zero on the others�
We choose the isomorphism from K��C��X�� to Zm given by the winding number�
with respect to the orientation of �X induced by the orientation of X �

Let us now consider the exact sequence � � C�� �X� � C�X� � C��X� � �
induced by the restriction to the boundary� Detailed information about all the
homomorphisms in the corresponding six�term exact sequence�

K��C�� �X�� �� Z �� Zmx� �y
Zm �� Zq �� K��C�� �X��

�����

is given in the following proposition�

Proposition �� K��C�� �X�� is isomorphic to Z and K��C�� �X�� is isomorphic to
Zq� The index mapping in ���� is surjective and� with respect to the previously
de�ned isomorphisms� has kernel equal to f�j�� 
 
 
 � jm��

P
jk � �g� Moreover� the

exponential mapping has kernel generated by ��� 
 
 
 � �� and the lower�right arrow
in ���� has image isomorphic to Z�g� generated by em��� 
 
 
 � eq and �e�� 
 
 
�em��

Proof	 The upper�right horizontal arrow in ���� maps � � Z to the nonzero
element �
��� 
 
 
 � 
��� of K��C��X��� That means that the upper�left arrow is the
zero mapping and that the kernel of the exponential is ��� 
 
 
 � �� 
Z�

Paying close attention to how the connected components of �X touch the Ck �s�
at the end of the deformation described in the proof of Proposition ��� we see that

��



the lower�left horizontal arrow in ���� maps ek to ek�� � ek� k � �� 
 
 
 �m� �� em
to e� � em� and the remaining em��� 
 
 
 eq to zero� We then get that the kernel of
the index mapping is what we stated� and that the kernel of the lower�left arrow
in ���� is generated by em��� 
 
 
 � eq and �e� � 
 
 
 � em�� Moreover� the quotient
of Zm by the kernel of the index mapping is isomorphic to Z� what proves our
statement about K��C�� �X��� Finally� because K��C�� �X�� sits in the middle of the
exact sequence

� �� Zm

��� 
 
 
 � �� 
 Z �� K��C�� �X�� �� Z
�g �� ��

it is free and nitely generated� hence isomorphic to Z�g�m��� �

It now follows from Corollary �� and from Bott periodicity that K��C��T
� �X�� 

Z and K��C��T
� �X��  Zq� From this� Corollary �� and Proposition ��� we get	

Corollary ��� K��A�K� and K��A�K� are both isomorphic to Z�g�m�

Propositions �� and �� then imply	

Corollary ��� K��A�  K��A�  Z�g�m and K��A�  K��A�  Z�g�m���

�� Composition Sequence

In this section we return to our initial assumption	 X is an arbitrary compact
manifold with boundary� We recall that G and G were dened after ����� It is
obvious that G � ker�� Moreover� G contains all integral operators with smooth
kernel� hence� K � G�
Lemma ��� There exists a positive constant c� determined only by X� such that

inf
G��G

jjA�G�jj � cjj���A�jj�����

for every A � A�
Proof	 It is enough to prove ���� for A � P

�
� A��� with P denoting a clas�

sical zero�order pseudodifferential operator with the transmission property on X �
Moreover� since K � G��� it su!ces to prove that infC�K jjP�

� Cjj � cjj��P �jj�
We need to distinguish between the given P � regarded as a pseudodifferential

operator on �X� and an extension �P of P to �� It follows from the classical norm
estimate for pseudodifferential operators on closed manifolds �quoted between ����

and ���� � that� for any � � �� there is a compact �C on L���� such that jj �P �
�Cjj � �� � ��jj�� �P �jj� If C is the compact operator on L��X� obtained from �C by

truncation �i�e�� C is the restriction to X � composed with �C� composed with zero�

extension�� then it is obvious that jjP
�
� Cjj � jj �P � �Cjj� Hence� the lemma will

be proven if we show that the choice of �P can be made so that jj�� �P �jj � cjj��P �jj�
for some constant c depending only on X � But that follows from Seeley�s extension

���� as in 
���� Lemma ���� �

A necessary and su!cient condition for a polyhomogeneous pseudodifferential
operator to have the transmission property was given by Boutet de Monvel 
�� �see
also 
���� Theorem ��������� For zero�order operators� his criterion says that a given
P has the transmission property if and only if

�	x�


� pj�x

�� �� �� �� � ����j�j
j�	x�
� pj�x�� �� ����������

��



for all relevant x� and for all indices �� � � �� and j � �� with pj denoting the
degree�j positively homogeneous component �smooth for � �� �� in the asymptotic
expansion of the symbol of P with respect to coordinates for which the boundary is
given by xn � �	 This condition is invariant under coordinate changes that preserve
the set fxn � �g� as can be proven using the standard rules of pseudodifferential
calculus� Let us say that a given p� � C��S�X� satises the transmission condition
if its positively homogeneous extension to the cotangent bundle �smooth except on
the zero section� satises ���� for j � �� It is much easier to see �it takes only the
chain rule� that this denition is also invariant under the appropriate coordinates
changes� It is part of the content of Theorem � in 
���� �������� that� if p � C��S�X�
satises the transmission condition� then there exists a pseudodifferential operator
with the transmission property on X whose principal symbol is p�

Now we prove that condition ���� survives the norm closure� but only for � �
� � � and j � ��

Theorem 
� The kernel of �� 	 A� C�S�X� is equal to G� The image of �� consists
of all those functions in C�S�X� which� over each point of the boundary� take the
same value at the two covectors that vanish on the tangent space of �X�

Proof	 It follows immediately from Lemma �� that ker �� � G� On the other
hand� from G � ker�� we get	 G � ker� � ker ��� This proves the rst statement�

It follows from the Stone�Weierstrass Theorem that the set of all p � C��S�X�
satisfying the transmission condition �which is contained in the image of �� by the
preceding remarks� is dense in C�S�X���� with S�X�� dened after ����� Since
the image of �� is closed� that nishes the proof� �

Corollary ��� The principal symbol homomorphism induces a C��algebra isomor�
phism between A�G and C�S�X����

The following generalization of Gohberg and Seeley�s norm estimate follows im�
mediately from Theorem � and the fact that every injective C��algebra homomor�
phism is an isometry�

Corollary ��� If P is a classical zero�order pseudodifferential operator with the
transmission property on X� then infG jjP�

�Gjj � jj��P �jj� where the in�mum is
taken over all polyhomogeneous zero�order singular Green operators�

The next theorem is not new �see 
���� �������� Corollary ��� but it is perhaps
appropriate to o�er here this proof�

Theorem �� The boundary principal symbol induces an isomorphism from G�K to

C�S��X�	 K
R�

� where K
R�

denotes the ideal of compact operators on L��R���

Proof	 That �� denes an isometry G�K � C�S��X� 	 K
R�

follows from ����

since ��P � � � if P has negative order� and Ajk is compact� if j �� � or k �� �� for
all A � A� To prove that this isometry is surjective� it is enough to show that Im ��
contains C��S

�V�K
R�

�� for any V as in Lemma ��

Given f� g � S�R�� and p � C�
c �S�V �� let �p�x�� ��� denote the local expres�

sion of the homogeneous extension of p of degree ����� Denoting also by f and g
their extensions to R� vanishing on the negative half�axis� let 
 and � denote the
Fourier transforms of g and h� respectively� where h�t� � f��t�� We then dene

�g�x�� ��� �n� �n� � �p�x�� �����j��j�
� �nj��j ��� �nj��j�� with �� as in Section �� denoting an

excision function�
��



It is straightforward to check �using 
���� �������� and ��������� for example�
that �g is a singular Green symbol of order and class zero on the euclidean space�
Moreover� it is polyhomogeneous and its homogeneous principal part �smooth for

�� �� �� is given by �g��x
�� ��� �n� �n� � �p�x�� ���
� �nj��j���

�n
j��j �	 It then follows �from


���� �������� and �������� for example� that

�g��x
�� ��� Dn� � j��j �p�x�� ��� 
 ��j��j � jgi � hf j � ���j��j������

with � denoting� above� composition of operators on L��R���

Let G denote the pullback to X of �� �G��� with �G denoting the singular Green
operator of symbol �g and �� as in the proof of Lemma �� It follows from ����
that ��G� � ��p 	 �jgihf j��� with � denoting the Banach space isomorphism of
C��S

�V�K
R�

� onto itself

F �x�� ��� �� j��j 
 ��j��j � F �x�� ��� � ���j��j�	
We are nished� because the set of all such p	 �jgihf j� is dense� �

From Theorems � and �� we obtain the composition sequence � � K � G � A�
with A�G  C�S�X��� and G�K  C�S��X�	K

R�
� isomorphisms induced by the

principal symbol and by the boundary principal symbol� respectively�
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